ASM Derwent / Essex
Over Bed Tables.

ASM User Instructions.
Over Bed Tables.

ASM Medicare

IMPORTANT
NOTICE!
Please read & fully
understand before
using or allowing
others to do so.
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WA7 4UG.
Tel: 01928 574301.
Fax: 01928 575130.
e-mail: sales@asmmedicare.com

On receipt of your new ASM Derwent / Essex Over Bed Table please check the contents for signs of damage, report
any defects to ASM immediately.
The tables come fully assembled & ready for use and is height adjustable, to adjust please follow the instructions below.
This product is only intended to provide a portable, lightweight rest, suitable for reading, writing and placing meals on. It can be used either
over a bed or wheelchair as required.
The Derwent comes with a teak effect laminate table top with either one or two retaining edges. The Essex comes with a ivory coloured
laminate table top, again with either one or two retaining edges. Please specify on order.
Both are easy to clean using a damp cloth.
The tables have the facility to adjust the height & angle of the top, to provide a more comfortable reading position, as illustrated.
1} To adjust the top release the two handwheels and slide the top to the required height and angle.
2} Ensure that both handwheels have been fully re-tightened before placing anything on them.
The tables must not be used as a seat or for personal support, placing your full weight on the table could lead to product failure
and possible personal injury.
To clean the tables a mild propriety soap and or disinfectant may be used, dry after cleaning with a soft cloth.

Note:
This product should only to be used for it’s intended purpose.
For details of all our other products please visit our web site at www.asmmedicare.com
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